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	Transabdominal ultrasound is accepted in clinical practice as a primary imaging procedure in the diagnostic work-up and follow-up of various disorders of the gastrointestinal tract. This book provides a comprehensive overview of ultrasound in the imaging of acute and chronic inflammatory conditions of the gastrointestinal tract as well as of neoplastic and infectious diseases. All authors are considered authorities in their specific fields, and the book includes many high-quality illustrations.
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SARS: How a Global Epidemic Was Stopped (A WPRO Publication)WHO Regional, 2006
Where did this frightening disease come from? How did it spread? And will the world be any better prepared if it returns? For the first time, these and other questions are answered in this remarkable inside account of what really took place in those fateful months of 2003 when severe acute respiratory syndrome threatened to engulf the world.
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Role-Based Access Control, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2007
Role-based access control (RBAC) is a security mechanism that has gained   wide acceptance in the field because it can greatly lower the cost and   complexity of securing large networked and Web-based systems. Written by   leading experts, this newly revised edition of the Artech House bestseller,   Role-Based Access Control, offers practitioners...
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Exploring Microsoft SharePoint 2013: New Features & FunctionsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	Your guide to the most significant changes in SharePoint 2013.


	Discover what’s new and what’s changed in SharePoint 2013—and get a head start using these cutting-edge capabilities to improve organizational collaboration and effectiveness.


	Led by a Microsoft MVP for SharePoint, you'll learn how to...
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Humanomics: Moral Sentiments and the Wealth of Nations for the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge Studies in Economics, Choice, and Society)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	While neoclassical analysis works well for studying impersonal exchange in markets, it fails to explain why people conduct themselves the way they do in their personal relationships with family, neighbors, and friends. In Humanomics, Nobel Prize-winning economist Vernon L. Smith and his long-time co-author Bart J. Wilson bring their study of...
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System Center 2016 Virtual Machine Manager Cookbook - Third Edition: Design, configure, and manage an efficient virtual infrastructure with VMM in System Center 2016Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Maximize your administration skills effectively and efficiently

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement cost-effective virtualization solutions for your organization with actionable recipes
	
			Explore the concepts of VMM with real-world use cases
	
			Use the latest features with...
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Field and Service Robotics: Results of the 5th International Conference (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2006
Patrick is a focused transport logistics company specialised in the loading and unloading of ships and the efficient land based collection, distribution and storage of cargo for import, export and within Australia.

Patrick began as a one-time small stevedore and now leader in port related transport and logistics. We’ve evolved into...
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